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Domain-specific heuristics are an important technique for solving combinatorial problems efficiently.
We propose a novel semantics for declarative specifications of domain-specific heuristics in Answer
Set Programming (ASP). Decision procedures that are based on a partial solution are a frequent in-
gredient of existing domain-specific heuristics, e.g., for placing an item that has not been placed yet
in bin packing. Therefore, in our novel semantics negation as failure and aggregates in heuristic
conditions are evaluated on a partial solver state. State-of-the-art solvers do not allow such a declar-
ative specification. Our implementation in the lazy-grounding ASP system Alpha supports heuristic
directives under this semantics. By that, we also provide the first implementation for incorporating
declaratively specified domain-specific heuristics in a lazy-grounding setting. Experiments confirm
that the combination of ASP solving with lazy grounding and our novel heuristics can be a vital
ingredient for solving industrial-size problems.
1 Introduction
Answer Set Programming (ASP) [5, 21, 30] is a declarative knowledge representation formalism that
has been applied successfully in a variety of industrial and scientific applications such as configura-
tion [3, 33], team building [43], molecular biology [11], planning [13], and others [14, 17]. In the vast
majority of these applications ASP solvers such as CLINGO [22] or DLV [1,35] applied the ground-and-
solve approach [26]. Such solvers first instantiate the given non-ground program and then apply various
strategies to find answer sets of the obtained ground program.
Modern applications, however, showed two issues with the ground-and-solve approach. First, prob-
lem instances in industrial applications often cannot be grounded by modern grounders like GRINGO [23]
or I-DLV [7] in acceptable time and/or space [12]. This issue is known as the grounding bottleneck. Sec-
ond, even if the problem can be grounded, computation of answer sets might take considerable time, as
indicated by the results of the last ASP Competitions [8, 27, 28].
To overcome the grounding bottleneck, lazy-grounding ASP systems such as GASP [41], ASPERIX
[34], OMIGA [9], or ALPHA [47] interleave grounding and solving in order to instantiate and store only
relevant parts of the ground program in memory.
To overcome the runtime performance issue modern solvers employ various techniques. Among
them the ability to use domain-specific heuristics is fundamental to solve complex problems [29]. In one
approach [24] heuristics are specified using a dedicated declarative language as a part of the encoding.
The solver then evaluates all heuristic rules as a part of the program. Another approach [10] allows for
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specification of procedural heuristics that interact directly with the internal decision-making procedures
and therefore can dynamically evaluate heuristics wrt a partial solution. For example, a heuristics for bin
packing may need to compute the amount of space left in a bin after an item is placed into it.
These existing approaches to integrate domain-specific heuristics with ASP solving are far from
optimal: The existing declarative approach does not permit dynamic heuristics reasoning about partial
solutions, and procedural heuristics counteract the declarative nature of ASP. Declarative heuristics for
the lazy-grounding case have not been addressed yet at all.
Finding a satisfying solution is challenging: The existing declarative approach shall be extended s.t.
it becomes possible to encode dynamic heuristics, while at the same time keeping the language simple
and easy to use. Integration into a lazy-grounding system requires non-trivial adaptations due to the
different solving mechanisms in effect.
In this work we present a novel approach to dynamic declarative domain-specific heuristics for ASP
and combine it with lazy grounding to facilitate solving of large and complex problems. In summary,
our work makes the following contributions:
• we present a novel semantics that makes declarative specifications of domain-specific heuristics
more intuitive, using a language which can be seen as a variant of [24];
• we show how the language can be integrated into a well-known lazy-grounding ASP system, AL-
PHA, and provide a reference implementation;
• finally, we demonstrate the benefits of our approach with experimental results.
After briefly describing ASP syntax and semantics in section 2, we discuss the state of the art of
domain-specific heuristics in ASP in section 3. Then, we present a novel semantics for such heuris-
tics in section 4 and show how to integrate it into a lazy-grounding ASP solver in section 5. Finally,
experimental results are presented and discussed in section 6.
2 Preliminaries
Answer Set Programming (ASP) [5,21,30] is an approach to declarative programming. Instead of stating
how to solve a problem, the programmer formulates the problem in the form of a logic program. An ASP
solver then finds models (so-called answer sets) for this logic program, which correspond to solutions
for the original problem.
An answer-set program P is a finite set of rules of the form
h← b1, . . . ,bm, not bm+1, . . . , not bn. 〈1〉
where h and b1, . . . ,bm are positive literals (i.e., atoms) and not bm+1, . . . ,not bn are negative literals.
An atom is either a classical atom, a cardinality atom, or an aggregate atom. A classical atom is an
expression p(t1, . . . , tn) where p is an n-ary predicate and t1, . . . , tn are terms. A literal is either an atom
a or its default negation not a. Default negation refers to the absence of information, i.e., an atom is
assumed to be false as long as it is not proven to be true. A cardinality atom is of the form l {a1 :
l11 , . . . , l1m ; . . . ;an : ln1 , . . . , lno} u, where ai : li1 , . . . , lim represent conditional literals in which ai (the head
of the conditional literal) and all li j are literals, and l and u are integer terms indicating lower and upper
bound. If one or both of the bounds are not given, their defaults are used, which are 0 for l and ∞
for u. As an extension of cardinality atoms, ASP also supports aggregate atoms that apply aggregate
functions like max, min or sum to such sets [4]. Given a rule r, H(r) = {h} is called the head of r, and
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B(r) = {b1, . . . ,bm, not bm+1, . . . ,not bn} is called the body of r. A rule r with H(r) consisting of a
cardinality atom is called choice rule. A rule r where H(r) = {}, e.g.,← b., is called integrity constraint,
or simply constraint. A rule r where B(r) = {}, e.g., h← ., is called fact.
A (partial) assignment A is a set of signed literals over T (true), F (false), and M (must-be-true).
Its signed atom projection A± := {−a | Fa ∈ A}∪ {a |Ma ∈ A or Ta ∈ A}∪ {+a | Ta ∈ A} maps an
assignment to a set of atoms with corresponding +/− sign symbols, which will be used in section 4 to
define our novel semantics.
There are several ways to define the semantics of an answer-set program, i.e., to define the set of
answer sets AS(P) of an answer-set program P. An overview is provided by [38]. Probably the most
popular semantics is based on the Gelfond-Lifschitz reduct [31]. The FLP semantics also covers aggre-
gates [15]. A variant that applies to choice rules also is presented by [8].
Informally, an answer set A of a program P is a subset-minimal model of P (i.e., a set of atoms
interpreted as true) which satisfies the following conditions: All rules in P are satisfied by A; and all
atoms in A are “derivable” by rules in P. A rule is satisfied if its head is satisfied or its body is not. A
cardinality atom is satisfied if l ≤ |C| ≤ u holds, where C is the set of head atoms in the cardinality atom
which are satisfied together with their conditions (e.g., li1 , . . . , lim for ai). An aggregate atom is satisfied
if the value computed by the aggregate function respects the given bounds, e.g., 1 = #sum{1 : a;2 : b} is
satisfied if a but not b is true.
3 Domain-Specific Heuristics in ASP: State of the Art
State-of-the-art ASP solvers are well suited to solve a wide range of problems, as shown in ASP compe-
titions, experiments, and (industrial) applications reported in the literature [14, 17, 28, 36]. However,
applying general ASP solvers to large instances of industrial problems often does not perform well
enough. In some cases, sophisticated encodings or solver tuning methods, e.g., portfolio solvers like
CLASPFOLIO [32] or ME-ASP [39], can significantly improve performance.
However, the major breakthrough in solving industrial configuration problems was achieved by ap-
plying domain-specific heuristics to ASP. There is a number of approaches to embed heuristic knowledge
into the ASP solving process. HWASP [10] extends the WASP solver to facilitate external heuristics im-
plemented in a procedural language which are consulted at specific points during the solving process via
an API. HWASP could find solutions for all available instances of the Partner Units Problem (PUP) using
a number of externally embedded heuristics.
One of the first approaches integrating domain-specific heuristics in ASP was suggested in [24].
It extends the ASP language to allow for declarative specification of atom weights and signs for the
internal heuristics of the CLASP solver. The CLINGO system supports #heuristic directives, which are
described in detail in [20, section 10]. The weight of an atom influences the order in which atoms are
considered by the solver when making a decision and a sign modifier instructs whether the selected atom
must be assigned true or false.
In CLINGO, the following (non-ground) meta statement defines domain-specific heuristics, where A
is an atom, B is a rule body, and w, p, and m are terms [20].
#heuristic A : B. [w@p,m] 〈2〉
The optional term p gives a preference between heuristic values for the same atom (preferring those
with higher p). The term m specifies the type of heuristic information: m=true specifies that A should
be guessed to true with weight w if B is true, m=false is the analog heuristics for false. The weight
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defines a partial order over atoms; atoms with a higher weight are assigned a value before atoms with
a lower weight. Further values for m are init and factor, which allow to replace initial scores and
dynamically modify scores assigned to atoms by the VSIDS heuristics underlying the domain-specific
heuristics [20, 24].
To the best of our knowledge, the first account of domain-specific heuristics in lazy-grounding ASP
solving is presented in [45], where heuristic decisions are made procedurally.
Although purely declarative approaches are preferable to those resorting to procedural means, so far
declarative approaches suffer from a modelling issue that we illustrate in the following.
Example 1 Consider the following program containing two heuristic directives:
{ a(2) ; a(4) ; a(6) ; a(8) ; a(5) }← .
← #sum { X : a(X) }= S, S\2 6= 0. % S mod 2 6= 0
#heuristic a(5). [1, true]
#heuristic a(4) : not a(5). [2, true]
The program guesses a subset of {2,4,6,8,5}, the sum of which must be even, i.e., a(5) must not be
chosen. The heuristic statements specify that a(5) shall be set to true with weight 1, and that a(4) shall
be set to true if not a(5) is true with weight 2.
In solving this program, CLINGO (v. 5.3) first assigns a(5) to true in our experiments, although a(4)
has a higher weight and a(5) is not known to be true in the beginning. Next, a(8) is chosen to be false,1
the solver backtracks and only a(5) stays assigned. Finally, a(8) is chosen to be true and a conflict
is learned such that after backtracking a(5) is set to false. Now that not a(5) is satisfied, the second
heuristics chooses a(4) to be true, and we obtain the answer set {a(4),a(8)} after a few more guesses on
the yet unassigned atoms. The second heuristics becomes active only late because not a(5) is evaluated
as true only if a(5) is false. This has small implications in our toy example but might be crucial for
industrial problems where heuristics must be defined depending on the variables that were not assigned
so far by the solver.
To overcome this issue, we propose in the following section to evaluate negation as failure (i.e., not)
in heuristic statements with respect to the partial assignment in the solver. As a consequence, not X is
true if X is false or unassigned during the search.
Example 2 Consider the best-fit heuristics for the Bin-Packing Problem (BPP) that suggests to place
items s.t. after placement the remaining space in the bin is minimal. For a simple BPP, where sizes of
items correspond to their numbers, this heuristics can be encoded as follows:
1{ in(I,B) : bin(B) }1← item(I).
← #sum { I : in(I,B) }>C,bcap(C),bin(B).
#heuristic in(I,B) : bin(B), item(I),bcap(C),
C ≥ S+ I,S = #sum { I′ : in(I′,B) }. [S+ I, true]
The program guesses assignments of items to bins (in/2) and forbids guesses in which the sum of item
sizes assigned to one bin is greater than the capacity (bcap/1). The heuristic directive assigns weight
and sign values to atoms over in/2 and thus aims to influence choices made by the solver. For item I and
1Choices not determined by the heuristic directives may vary from one implementation to another.
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bin B, the total size of all items already in B plus the size of I is computed. If this sum is greater than the
bin capacity C, then no weight and sign are assigned to an atom in the head and, therefore, such atoms
will have the smallest priority among all choice atoms. Otherwise, the larger the sum, the more preferred
is the assignment. In the following exemplary BPP instance there are three bins with capacity 5 and five
items:
bcap(5). bin(1..3). item(1..5).
Here, according to the heuristics the solver should place item 5 first, since the sum of items in a bin after
placing this item is 5 and, consequently, the remaining space 0. Next, the heuristics would suggest to
place item 4 into some bin,2 followed by item 1 in the same bin, and so forth.
However, evaluation of aggregate atoms using the current semantics of heuristic directives does not
allow this expected evaluation of the best-fit heuristics, because this would require aggregates to be
evaluated to different values on different partial assignments, which is impossible given the semantics of
aggregates [15, 18] implemented in CLINGO.
4 A Novel Semantics for Declarative Domain-Specific Heuristics
Supporting the declarative specification of domain-specific heuristics in ASP plays an important role in
enabling ASP to solve large-scale industrial problems. Although the language and semantics of heuristic
directives in CLINGO have shown to be beneficial in many cases, dynamic aspects of negation as failure
and aggregates in heuristic conditions have not been addressed satisfactorily. An alternative approach is
necessary.
In this paper, we present a novel semantics for heuristic directives in ASP that improves this situation.
In this section, we assume that the underlying solver can assign to any atom one of three values: true
(denoted with T), false (F), and must-be-true (M) (cf. [47]). For solvers that do not use the third truth
value M, the following definitions can be used without modification, the set of atoms assigned must-be-
true will just be empty in this case.
Definition 1 Let hai (0≥ i≥ n) be heuristic atoms of the form si ai, where si ∈ {+,−,ε} is a sign symbol
and ai is an atom, and w and l are terms. Then a heuristic directive is of the form 〈3〉 (which is just one
possible syntax).
#heuristic ha0 : ha1, . . . ,hak,not hak+1, . . . ,not han. [w@l] 〈3〉
The heuristics’ head is given by ha0 and its condition by {ha1, . . . ,hak, not hak+1, . . . , not han}, which
is similar to a rule body. A heuristic directive must be safe, i.e., all variables occurring in it must also
occur in {ha1, . . . ,hak}.
Among the syntactical differences between 〈2〉 and 〈3〉, our proposal differs from CLINGO’s in the
following ways: Each heuristic atom in the condition contains a sign symbol, which is either + (strongly
positive), − (strongly negative) or ε (the empty sign). In the condition, sign symbols are used to provide
a richer way of controlling when it is satisfied. The interpretation of atoms together with sign symbols
and default negation in the heuristic condition is summarized in table 1, where yes in a cell means that the
literal given in the same row is satisfied under the assignment given in the same column, and no means
2Note that this depends on whether the solver can recognize at this point that an item can be placed into only one bin. If this
is not the case, an additional literal not in(I,_) can be used in the condition of the heuristic directive to prevent the heuristics
from preferring to assign item 5 to a second bin after placing it in the first one.
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{Fa,Ma,Ta}∩A = /0 Fa ∈ A Ma ∈ A Ta ∈ A
a no no yes yes
+a no no no yes
−a no yes no no
not a yes yes no no
not +a yes yes yes no
not −a yes no yes yes
Table 1: Satisfaction of literals in heuristic conditions wrt a partial assignment A.
the contrary. The sign + is only relevant for solvers distinguishing between T and M. In the heuristic
head, the sign symbol is used to determine the truth value to be chosen by the heuristics. If s0 is + or
empty, the heuristics makes the solver guess a0 to be true; if it is −, a0 will be made false. We do not use
the modifier m. Instead of weight w and tie-breaking priority p, we use terms w and l denoting weight
and level as familiar from optimize statements in ASP-Core-2 [4] or weak constraints in DLV [35]. Level
is more important than weight, both default to 0, and together they are called priority.
Heuristics under CLINGO’s semantics can easily be represented in our framework by replacing “not”
by “−” and by replacing weight and priority by appropriate values for weight and level. The converse is
presumed not to hold.
We now describe our semantics more formally, using the following notations in the definitions below:
The function atm maps a heuristic atom hai to ai by removing the sign. The head of a heuristic directive
d of the form 〈3〉 is denoted by H(d) = ha0, its weight by weight(d) = w if given, else 0, and its level
by level(d) = l if given, else 0. The (heuristic) condition of a heuristic directive d is denoted by c(d) :=
{ha1, . . . ,hak, not hak+1, . . . , not han}, the positive condition is c+(d) := {ha1, . . . ,hak} and the negative
condition is c−(d) := {hak+1, . . . , han}.
Definition 2 Given a ground heuristic directive d and a partial assignment A, c(d) is satisfied wrt A iff
c+(d)⊆ A± and c−(d)∩A± = /0.
Intuitively, a heuristic condition is satisfied if and only if its positive part is fully satisfied and none of its
default-negated literals are contradicted.
Definition 3 A ground heuristic directive d is applicable wrt a partial assignment A iff: c(d) is satisfied,
Tatm(H(d)) /∈ A, and Fatm(H(d)) /∈ A.
Intuitively, a heuristic directive is applicable if and only if its condition is satisfied and its head is assigned
neither T nor F. If the head is M, the heuristic directive may still be applicable, because any atom with
the non-final truth value M must be either T or F in any answer set.
Definitions 2 and 3 reveal the main difference between the semantics proposed here and the one
implemented by CLINGO: In our approach, + and − signs can be used in heuristic conditions to reason
about atoms that are already assigned T or F in a partial assignment, while default negation can be
used to reason about atoms that are assigned or still unassigned. Our semantics truly means default
negation in the current partial assignment, while the one implemented by CLINGO basically amounts to
strong negation in the current search state. This difference is crucial, since reasoning about incomplete
information is important in many cases. An example is a heuristics for bin packing that only applies to
items not yet placed.
What remains to be defined is the semantics of weight and level. Given a set of applicable heuristic
directives, from the ones on the highest level one with the highest weight will be chosen. If there are
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several with the same maximum priority, the solver can use a domain-independent heuristics like VSIDS
[40] as a fallback to break the tie.
Definition 4 Given a set D of applicable ground heuristic directives, the subset eligible for immediate
choice is defined as maxpriority(D) in two steps:
maxlevel(D) := {d | d ∈ D and level(d) = max
d∈D
level(d)}
maxpriority(D) := {d | d ∈maxlevel(D) and weight(d) = max
d∈maxlevel(D)
weight(d)}
After choosing a heuristics using maxpriority, a solver makes a decision on the directive’s head atom.
Note that heuristics only choose between atoms derivable by currently applicable rules. Other solving
procedures, e.g., deterministic propagation, are unaffected by this.
Example 3 Consider the program given in section 3. Its heuristic directives, when converted to the
syntax proposed in definition 1, look like directives 〈4〉 and 〈5〉 in the following program. Consider also
the newly introduced directives 〈6〉 and 〈7〉 in this program.
#heuristic a(5). [1] 〈4〉
#heuristic a(4) : not a(5). [2] 〈5〉
#heuristic −a(5) : a(4). [2] 〈6〉
#heuristic a(6) : −a(5),+a(4). [2] 〈7〉
Intuitively, directive 〈4〉 unconditionally prefers to make a(5) true with weight 1. All other directives
have a higher weight, 2, but they become applicable at different points in time. Directive 〈5〉 prefers to
make a(4) true if a(5) is not true, directive 〈6〉 prefers to make a(5) false if a(4) is true or must-be-true,
and 〈7〉 prefers to make a(6) true if a(5) is false and a(4) is true.
Let A±0 = /0 be the signed atom projection of the empty partial assignment before any decision has
been made. Wrt A±0 , 〈4〉 is applicable because its condition is empty and its head is still unassigned.
Directive 〈5〉 is also applicable, because a(5) is still unassigned. Directives 〈6〉 and 〈7〉 are not appli-
cable wrt A±0 . 〈5〉 is chosen because it has the higher priority. Thus, a(4) is assigned T, which updates
our signed atom projection to A±1 = {a(4),+a(4)}. This makes 〈6〉 applicable, a(5) is assigned F and
our projection is A±2 = {a(4),+a(4),−a(5)}. Note that the condition of 〈5〉 was still satisfied at this
point, but it was not applicable because its head was already assigned. Now, also 〈4〉 is not applicable
anymore and the only directive that remains is 〈7〉. Since it is applicable, a(6) is made true and added
to the assignment. Next, the atoms that remained unassigned are guessed by the default heuristics until
an answer set is found.
Example 4 Continuing from example 2, one possible encoding of the best-fit heuristics for bin packing
(BPP) involving a heuristic directive of the form given in definition 1 looks as follows:
#heuristic in(I,B) : bin(B), item(I),bcap(C),C ≥ F + I,not + item_placed(I),
filled_at_least(B,F),not filled_at_least(B,F +1). [F + I]
filled_at_least(B,F)← bin(B),possible_fill_degree(F),F ≤ #sum { I′ : in(I′,B) }.
possible_fill_degree(0..C)← bcap(C).
item_placed(I)← in(I,_).
Through the condition not + item_placed(I), only those items are attempted to be placed that have not
been placed yet. Here, it is important to use the+ sign to avoid that the condition is accidentally switched
off in case item_placed(I) is propagated to M.
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Here, it is possible to achieve the desired behavior by using an aggregate not directly in the condition
but in a separate rule. We leave the exact definition of the semantics of aggregates in heuristic conditions,
which could involve heuristic atoms themselves, to future work.
5 Integration into a Lazy-Grounding ASP Solver
Most ASP systems split the evaluation into grounding and solving. The former produces the grounding
of a program, i.e., its variable-free equivalent in which all variables are substituted by ground terms. The
latter then solves this propositional encoding. The associated blow-up in space leads to the so-called
grounding bottleneck which is tackled by lazy grounding [37, 47].
The approach presented in section 4 is not tailored towards a specific solving paradigm in ASP.
We now describe how to integrate it into a lazy-grounding ASP solver. Integration into a ground-and-
solve system belongs to future work. The system we are working with is ALPHA [47], which is briefly
described in the following paragraphs. Note that ALPHA does not (yet) support the full language of ASP,
e.g., it lacks upper bounds of cardinality and aggregate atoms.
ALPHA, whose source code is freely available,3 combines lazy grounding with Conflict-Driven No-
good Learning (CDNL) search (cf. [25]) to avoid the grounding bottleneck of ASP and obtain very good
search performance. CDNL-based ASP solvers require a fully grounded input, usually in the form of
nogoods. ALPHA provides this by having two dedicated components, a lazy grounder and a modified
CDNL solver, as is common for pre-grounding ASP solvers. For ALPHA these components interact
cyclically: whenever the solver derives new truth assignments to atoms, the grounder is queried for new
ground nogoods obtainable by the new assignments. In contrast to traditional CDNL-based solving, this
interplay results in a computation sequence.
Most importantly, the solver does not guess on each atom whether it is true or false, but it guesses
on ground instances of rules whether they fire or not. This is realised by creating a unique atom for
each ground body and then guessing on these body-representing atoms (a.k.a. choice points). The solver
can choose a choice point if it is active, i.e., when the corresponding ground rule is applicable. A rule is
applicable w.r.t a partial assignment A± if its positive body has already been derived and its negative body
is not contradicted, i.e., B+(r)⊆A± and B−(r)∩A±= /0. Intuitively, the ALPHA algorithm incrementally
grounds those rules whose positive body is already satisfied. Supportedness of answer sets is not achieved
by completion nogoods, but by special nogoods with heads and the notion of justified truth [6, 47].
To be able to reuse standard grounding procedures, a preprocessor component in ALPHA transforms
heuristic directives occurring in input programs to normal rules with head atoms of a built-in predicate,
henceforth called heuristic rules. The body of the heuristic rule equals the heuristic condition, while
information on weight, level, heuristic head and sign are stored in the head of the rule. Due to this
transformation, a heuristic directive is grounded under the same precondition as a normal rule: which is,
when its positive body is satisfied.
The way heuristic directives are grounded is similar to the way other rules are grounded, but still has
to be different. Bodies of heuristic rules are not represented as choice points, but as a distinct type of
atoms, s.t. the solver can treat them differently. When a heuristic rule is applicable (i.e., its positive body
is derived and its negative body is not contradicted), it is not eligible for choice but the heuristics itself
becomes applicable. When it ceases to be applicable, the corresponding heuristic information is also not
3ALPHA sources and binaries can be found on https://github.com/alpha-asp/Alpha. Features described in this
section have been implemented on the domspec_heuristics branch and will soon be merged to master.
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used by the solver any longer. Thus, a heuristic condition is satisfied if and only if its corresponding
heuristic rule is applicable.
The task of finding the applicable heuristics with the highest priority is aided by the use of efficient
data structures like a heap. When this heuristics is found, it cannot be chosen immediately in a lazy-
grounding system like ALPHA. The reason for this is that the head of a heuristic directive is an ordinary
atom, but ALPHA can only choose on choice points – on atoms representing rule bodies. Therefore, an
additional step is necessary: The set of known ground rules that can derive the chosen atom is determined.
From this set, a fallback heuristics chooses one. Then, the choice point corresponding to this rule is
assigned true or false, depending on the sign given by the heuristic directive. Propagation following this
choice will immediately assign the desired truth value to the atom originally chosen.4
Example 5 Consider the following program P:
x(1..2). {a(X) : x(X)}.
b(X)← x(X),not c(X). c(X)← x(X),not b(X).
#heuristic b(X) : x(X),not a(X). [X@2]
Let _h/4 be the built-in predicate used to define heads of heuristic rules. In a preprocessing step, the
heuristic statement in P is first translated to the heuristic rule _h(b(X),X ,2, true)← x(X),not a(X).
Since the positive body of every rule in P is satisfied, the full grounding of P is immediately produced.
Under the initial partial assignment consisting just of facts A = {Tx(1),Tx(2)}, both ground heuristic
rules are applicable, since both their positive bodies are satisfied and neither a(1) nor a(2) is assigned
yet. The directive in which X has been substituted by 2 has the higher weight, however. For this reason,
it is chosen, and the solver finds the (in this case) only rule that can make the heuristics’ head b(2) true:
b(2)← x(2),not c(2). The choice point representing the body of this rule is made true and, after some
propagation, the new partial assignment will contain b(2) (amongst other consequences of propagation).
6 Experimental Results
To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we ran a set of experiments on encodings of the House
Reconfiguration Problem (HRP) and the Partner Units Problem (PUP). We concentrate on problem in-
stances whose grounding is very large, but which are easy to solve by specialized domain-specific heuris-
tics.5 By this, we extend the application area of ASP because instances of such sizes cannot be solved
by conventional ASP systems. Unfortunately ALPHA cannot yet be used to solve very hard problems
in acceptable time because several techniques used by other solvers to speed up solving have not yet
been implemented. Almost none of the problem instances used in our experiments can be solved by
ALPHA without domain-specific heuristics or by CLINGO when some techniques that are not supported
by ALPHA are switched off.6
Both HRP [19] and PUP [3, 46] are abstracted versions of industrial (re)configuration problems.
For problem definitions, we refer to the original sources. All encodings (including specifications of the
heuristics) and instances as well as the ALPHA binaries used for our experiments are available on our
4If the head of the heuristic is negative and there are several rules deriving the atom in the head, setting one of them to false
does not guarantee that the atom will propagate to false.
5Instances have been selected by first defining an instance-generating algorithm and then exploring instance sizes to find a
range with large groundings and solving times well distributed within the time limit of 60 minutes.
6Such features can be switched off in CLINGO by arguments –sat-prepro=no –eq=0 -r no -d no. In this configu-
ration, CLINGO could solve one out of 29 HRP instance and 9 out of 141 PUP instances. ALPHA without domain-specific
heuristics could solve 0 HRP instances and 7 PUP instances.
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website.7 HRP has been used without optimisation statements, since ALPHA does not support them yet.
However, heuristic directives can be written in a way that optimal or near-optimal solutions are preferably
found.8 As mentioned above, instances have been chosen to be very large but easily solvable by domain-
specific heuristics. For HRP we used instances with empty legacy configurations (i.e., configuration, not
reconfiguration problems). HRP instance sizes ranged from 100 to 800 things and PUP instances from
10 to 150 units.
Heuristic encodings for CLINGO have also been created. The one for HRP contains heuristic direc-
tives that have “faithfully” been adapted: by using sign modifiers instead of sign symbols in heuristic
heads; by adding (l−1) times the maximum weight from the next lower level to w and omitting p; and
by removing all literals from the condition for which it only makes sense to evaluate them wrt a partial
assignment. The one for PUP has been created in an effort to create a QuickPup*-like heuristics similar
to the one created for ALPHA.
It has been observed that permissive grounding (cf. [44]), e.g., providing the solver with more no-
goods representing ground rules than necessary, can be counterproductive when domain-specific heuris-
tics are used, because a good domain-specific heuristics can assist the solver even better while avoiding
the overhead of additional nogoods. Therefore, ALPHA was used in its default configuration. The JVM
was called with command-line parameters -Xms1G -Xmx32G. For comparison, CLINGO [22] was used in
version 5.3.0 and DLV2 [2] in version 2.0.
Experiments were run on a cluster of machines each with two Intel R© Xeon R© CPU E5-2650 v4 @
2.20GHz with 12 cores each, 252 GB of memory, and Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS Linux. Benchmarks were
scheduled with the ABC Benchmarking System [42] together with HTCondor
TM
.9 Time and memory
consumption were measured by PYRUNLIM,10 which was also used to limit time consumption to 60
minutes per instance, memory to 40 GiB and swapping to 0. Care was taken to avoid side effects between
CPUs, e.g., by requesting two cores for each benchmark from HTCondor and by setting process niceness
to -20. For HRP and PUP one instance of each size was available, on which each solver was run seven
times to report median results.
For each problem instance, all solvers have searched for the first answer set. The rationale behind this
is that, since computation of solutions for large instances can be quite challenging, it is often sufficient
to find one or only a few solutions in industrial use cases [16]. Therefore, the domain-specific heuristics
used in the experiments are designed to assist the solver especially in finding one answer set that is “good
enough”, even though it may not be optimal.
Results for HRP are shown in figure 1, consisting of time and memory consumption data for all three
solvers. CLINGO is used both with (H-CLINGO) and without domain-specific heuristics. Domain-specific
heuristics for DLV2 are out of scope because this system does not support the declarative specification
of such heuristics. A striking feature of these plots is that CLINGO and DLV2 cannot solve most of the
larger instances within available memory, while ALPHA solves all instances up to size 700 by success-
ful application of lazy grounding. Time consumption of ALPHA with domain-specific heuristics com-
pares well with CLINGO’s. When CLINGO is equipped with a “faithful” adaption of the domain-specific
heuristics as described above, it gets a bit faster, but solves fewer instances due to higher memory con-
sumption. Presumably, CLINGO does not profit from domain-specific heuristics so much because its
domain-independent heuristics and propagation are already very strong on this problem. DLV2 exceeds
7http://ainf.aau.at/dynacon
8The optimality of solutions can sometimes be assessed by comparing the value of the objective funktion, but for some
problems the optimum is unknown.
9https://github.com/credl/abcbenchmarking, http://research.cs.wisc.edu/htcondor
10https://alviano.com/software/pyrunlim/
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Figure 1: Time and memory consumption for finding the first answer set for HRP instances
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Figure 2: Time and memory consumption for finding the first answer set for PUP instances
available memory very quickly.
Results for PUP are shown in figure 2. Only ALPHA is able to solve all available instances within 60
minutes. ALPHA is able to achieve this with less memory and in less time than H-CLINGO on the long
run. Here, DLV2 runs into time-outs early on.
Bin Packing (BPP) was also experimented with. While the best-fit heuristics for this problem serves
as a good example (cf. example 4), BPP is easily solvable by state-of-the-art solvers without domain-
specific heuristics. Experimental results (not shown due to lack of space) confirm our expectation that
solvers do not benefit from domain-specific heuristics in this case.
CLINGO-like heuristics can be approximated in ALPHA by replacing “not” by “−”. Cursory ex-
periments with such encodings suggest that due to the lack of heuristic conditions exploiting negation
as failure to avoid conflicting assignments, ALPHA produces many backtracks and therefore uses much
more time and space than with heuristics under the proposed semantics.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed a novel semantics for declarative domain-specific heuristics in ASP, demonstrated
how to integrate them in a lazy-grounding ASP system and presented experimental results obtained with
the lazy-grounding solver ALPHA. Our semantics differs from the previous state of the art by evaluating
default negation and aggregates with respect to incomplete information more naturally during solving.
Benefits of this semantics for many problem domains have been made evident by use of examples. Our
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experimental results show that our approach is feasible, exhibiting encouraging time consumption and
outstanding memory consumption behaviour. Still, ALPHA is far less mature than other ASP solvers and
has to be improved in the future. Techniques like restarts and nogood forgetting will further improve its
performance.
Further work is also planned to extend syntax and semantics proposed here. It could be worthwhile
to adopt ideas like init and factor modifiers from CLINGO. Randomness and restarts should also
be supported, since such features are used by several real-world domain-specific heuristics. Since our
approach has only been implemented in a lazy-grounding system so far, an adaption to ground-and-solve
systems like CLINGO [22] or DLV2 [2] should be investigated.
Thinking more broadly, the question how to generate domain-specific heuristics automatically is of
great importance, since currently they have to be invented by humans familiar with the domain (and
partly also with solving technology).
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